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Abstract. with continuous advance in reservoir prediction technology, the requirements for inversion 
accuracy are higher. It requires that seismic data must have features such as high fidelity, high SNR and 
high resolution. How to ensure the improvement of seismic data resolution on the premise of not 
reducing fidelity and SNR based on the existing seismic data is a difficult problem with which all 
geophysical engineers need to be confronted. In this paper, taking NEB gas field in Indonesia as an 
example, seismic data resolution is improved using the spectral inversion technology, the distribution 
characteristics of structures and faults in NEB oil and gas field are better ascertained, and the 
transverse connection of reservoirs and the distribution regularity of sand bodies are finely described, 
thus having great guidance significance to next development of NEB gas field. 

Introduction 
Spectral inversion (sparse layer inversion by spectrum restoration) is a high resolution seismic 

processing method of improving thin layer imaging precision with the spectral decomposition 
technology. The main principle of spectral inversion: partial spectrum information is obtained using the 
seismic frequency division method, multi-channel operators are determined through fine well-seismic 
calibration, then the reflection coefficient is calculated using the global optimization method and the 
high frequency components of original data are calculated trace by trace, and finally the obtained high 
frequency components are added back into original data, thereby obtaining the seismic data with higher 
resolution. Because of getting rid of man-made interference caused by well constraints, this inversion 
technology reflects the underground geologic features and reservoir features expressed by seismic data 
more truly and makes it possible to accurately predict inter-well thin reservoirs and precisely depict 
reservoirs. Through seismic resolution improvement processing, structural interpretation, reservoir 
prediction, fracture detection, hydrocarbon detection, etc. are finer and more accurate; in addition, the 
cost of seismic data acquisition and processing is reduced, and the existing seismic data can be utilized 
more fully.  

Spectral inversion processing technology for improving seismic resolution 
The research of predecessors indicate that peak amplitude is affected mainly by the lithology and 

physical properties of formations and fluid properties while peak frequency is affected mainly by 
formation thickness. In case of finding the characteristic frequency of formations with different 
thicknesses and then performing resolution improvement processing based on this, the problem on 
identification of thin reservoirs can be solved.   
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Fig. 1 Different peak amplitude and peak frequency (main frequency) responses 

 
For example, the two sedimentary events T1 and T2 have different peak amplitude and peak 

frequency (main frequency) responses (Fig. 1). If not considering amplitude variation, the 
characteristic frequency (main frequency) is affected mainly by formation thickness variation. 
According to the spectral analysis, the characteristic frequency of 50ms and 20ms thick layers is 
respectively corresponding with 10Hz and 25Hz, which are within the valid bandwidth, so thick layers 
can be identified directly. The characteristic frequency of 10ms and 5ms thin layers is respectively 
corresponding with 50Hz and 100Hz, and the seismic data resolution capacity is not enough to identify 
thin layers. But the information on thin layers is implied in the valid bandwidth, and the spectrum 
restoration method can be used to expand bandwidth and improve data resolution (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2 Spectral view of different formation thicknesses 

 
If the traditional seismic interpretation work is performed in the frequency domain which changed 

from the time domain, the accuracy and reliability are far too higher than those from conventional data 
interpretation can be obtained. A time domain single seismic trace is processed into frequency domain 
time-frequency gather display through spectral decomposition, and then it can be seen that similar 
different geologic events in the time domain have different characteristic frequency responses in the 
frequency domain. The method of converting seismic from time domain to frequency domain is 
spectral decomposition. 

The traditional spectral decomposition algorithms include CLSSA (constrained least-squares method) and 
STFT (short-time Fourier transform). By comparing the two algorithms, it can be seen that the solution of 
spectrum obtained from CLSSA has better consistency with the theoretical spectrum, more abundant details and 
higher resolution and CLSSA has tremendous advantages in identification of thin layers, so CLSSA has been 
adopted in this study (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3 Comparison of CLSSA and STFT methods 

Application example and effect analysis 
NEB gas field in Indonesia has very complex geologic features. In the gas field, multi-stage faults 

are developed in the plane, there are multiple sets of thin sandstone reservoirs longitudinally, fluid 
characteristics are very complex, and there are multiple oil, gas and water systems. After 10 years of 
high speed development, the complexity of structures, reservoirs and distribution of oil, gas and water 
in NEB gas field have been increasingly emerging. Taking NEB gas field as an example, seismic data 
resolution is improved with the spectral inversion technology through comprehensive analyses in this 
study, thus achieving the effect of finely depicting thin reservoirs. 

Data feasibility analysis before processing 

Firstly the feasibility of resolution improvement processing is analyzed through spectrum scanning 
of original seismic data. According to multi-band scanning and comparative analysis of original seismic 
data, 50-60Hz data volumes imply reservoir detailed information, so it is feasible to carry out 
resolution improvement processing with this set of data volumes. The thin layer information implied in 
seismic data is restored with the resolution improvement processing technology to strive for the 
maximum useable bandwidth, and thus the processed high resolution data volumes can effectively 
support the geologic study and analysis of reservoirs (Fig. 4). 

 

 
Fig. 4 Comparative analysis of seismic data within different bandwidth ranges 

Optimization processing with preserved amplitude and fidelity 

The main purpose of optimization processing with preserved amplitude and fidelity is to eliminate 
random noises, increase data SNR and provide high quality basic data for high resolution processing. 
According to the spectrum comparison before and after optimization, the spectrum characteristics are 
basically consistent; after processing, high-frequency invalid trailing data have been removed so as to 
avoid interference with post-processing (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5 Spectrum comparison before and after processing 

Seismic resolution improvement processing by spectral inversion 

The main purpose is to test parameters, optimize the best parameter combination and solve geologic 
problems. According to the comparative analysis of spectrum before and after processing, the main 
frequency of the target formation is 25HZ before processing and reaches 35HZ after processing, thus 
achieving the purpose of increasing the main frequency of the target formation and enlarging the 
bandwidth. The main frequency of the high frequency components has been increased from 55HZ to 
75HZ (Fig. 6). 

 

 
Fig. 6 comparison before and after seismic resolution improvement processing  

Imaging optimization processing 

The methods such as structure filtering etc. are mainly used to eliminate random noises and high 
frequency component interference and improve reservoir imaging quality, thus increasing seismic data 
interpretation accuracy and establishing a good foundation for next reservoir prediction and 
hydrocarbon detection (Fig. 7). 

 

 
Fig. 7 Profile comparison before and after imaging optimization processing 

Analysis of data feasibility after resolution improvement processing 

After resolution improvement processing by spectral decomposition, the reliability of data can be 
analyzed by using multiple means, mainly including interlayer statistical attribute analysis, multi-seismic 
attribute analysis (profile, slice), fine well-seismic calibration analysis, etc.  

a. interlayer statistical attribute analysis: according to the comparison of RMS amplitudes extracted 
from data volumes along the target interval before and after processing, they are very similar and the 
spatial relative amplitude relation is kept preferably, indicating high fidelity(Fig. 8). 
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Fig. 8 Comparison of RMS amplitude attributes before and after processing 

 
b. Multi-seismic attribute analysis (profile, slice): in order for more obvious effect comparison, the 

reliability of data after high resolution processing is verified through multi-seismic attribute 
comparison. According to the comparative analysis, it can be seen that the amplitude and phase relation 
keep consistent before and after processing and that the capacity of identifying the reservoirs in the 
target interval has been increased obviously (Fig. 9 and Fig. 10). 

 

 
Fig. 9 Comparison of instantaneous amplitude attribute before and after processing 

 

 
Fig. 10 Comparison of instantaneous phase attribute before and after processing 

 
c. Fine well-seismic calibration: the effectiveness and reasonableness of resolution improvement 

processing are verified through fine well-seismic calibration. According to the comparison, it can be 
seen that the wave group relation before and after processing keeps basically consistent and that the 
capacity of identifying the reservoirs in the target interval has been increased obviously (Fig. 11). 
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Fig. 11 Well-seismic calibration comparison before and after processing 

Conclusions 
After processing, the main frequency and bandwidth of seismic data have been increased and seismic 

resolution has been improved remarkably. The spectral inversion technology is based on preservation 
of fidelity and amplitude and thus fully ensures data reliability and the validity of high frequency 
components. The spectral inversion technology has a reliable quality control and analysis process, plays 
a key role in effectively improving seismic resolution and greatly increases the capacity of seismic 
identification of thin layers, thereby establishing a substantial foundation for next fine reservoir 
prediction and hydrocarbon detection. 
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